Applying this multiple elimination procedure on synthetic data, both acoustic and elastic, yields good results.
Introduction
Multiple reflections can give serious problems in seismic processing (e.g. velocity analysis, migration, lithologic inversion) and interpretation.
Especially marine data suffer fIom multiples generated by the sea surface in combination with the sea bottom. The water surface acts as a perfect mirror, reflecting all upgoing energy downward.
Several methods have already been proposed to suppress these multiples. Especially in more complicated subsurface structures with non-horizontal layers, a wave equation based method is most successful. ln most recent multiple suppressing techniques the shot records are extrapolated up and down the first layer to predict the multiples and reverberations in this layer, after which they are subtracted from the data. This is done for example by Berryhill et al (1986) . A disadvantage of such a method is the fact that the position and shape of the first reflector together with its reflection characteristics should be known. Here a method is introduced which was originally described by Berkhout (1982, chapter 7). It does not require any knowledge about the subsurface in order to eliminate multiples.
Theory of multiple elimination in the acoustic case
Firstly, an acoustic description of the multiple elimination prEedure is given which after that will be extended to the elastic case. 
Following
in which P-(ze)S-t(zs) represents the data deconvolved for the source wave field. If P-(z,#-~(z~) is named P' (zO) and equation (7) is expanded into a Taylor series again, the result is:
Equation (8) now states the multiple elimination procedure without having to make the full matrix inversion like in equations (6) and (7). Therefore this method is always stable if only a restricted number of terms of equation (8) Again it should be noticed that apart from the source wave field and the reflection characteristics of the surface no other external information is used in the elimination procedure. Furthermore, in the acoustic case the free surface will be totally reflecting for all angles of incidence, which means that the reflectivity matrix R(q) can be replaced by a single reflection coefficient rn=l e
The multiple elimination for elastic data If elastic data is acquired with an ideal multi component recording the data consists of V, and V, measurements caused by source stresses ' c, and 2, (in the two dimensional case). To extend the acoustic multiple elimination scheme to the elastic case, the data must be available as separate PP, PS, SP and SS datasets (in which PS data means received upgoing P waves caused by a pure S wave source, etc.). Therefore a decomposition of the multi component data has to be applied to get to P and S wave data. Firstly by a decomposition the V, and V, data are transformed into received P and S data, secondly a source-detector reordering is applied (reciprocity) and thirdly a second decomposition is done. This decomposition operator is described by Wapenaar et al (1987) . After this decomposition and a deconvolution for the source wave field, four data matrices can be acquired for each 
